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Date of meeting: 07.8,2017
Reference No. IqAC/10/R03 /2017

Time of meeting: 11.30 AM Place: Room of IQAC

1. The meeting was held under the chairmanship of Prof. Piiush Kanti Dandapath, Teacher-in-Charge
2. The following members were present;

aJ Dr. Sunirban Das

b) Dr. Dipanlan Ray
cJ Dr. Saswati Parua
d) Prof. Srilekha Dan

e] Prof. Biswanath Dolai
fJ Prof Dilip Biswas
gJ Prof. Preetam Bera
h) Mr. Sujit Bera
iJ Mr. Rabin Chandra Mondal
jJ Mr. Chittaranjan Chorai
kJ Dr. Aninda Kishor Bhaumik
Il Prof. Kali Pada Maity
m) Dr. Binoy Chanda

nJ Mr. Sankar Pradhan
3. The meeting was convened by prof. Rabin Das, Coordinator of IeAC
4. The following points were discussed at length at the meeting:

4'1 CBCS system in the Science [Hon.J subjects is introduced by the affiliating university in UG level. It is found
that vast modifications have been done in the syllabus of all the subrects. Many new topics have been
included. Many new practical experiments have been included. Therefore it is necessary to arrange a
meeting of the HoDs of all science departments to prepare a plan such that college would be able to
provide the teaching facilities according to the new system.

4 2 Discussion about the required laboratory library and other infrastructure and facilities for newly
introduced CBCS curriculum was done. Proposal regarding the matter was made to take the initiatives for
this from the table of GB or relevant authoriry.

4.3 It is found that class duration of old system and that of the new system are differen/while both the system
will be running in the proceeding sessions. So proper care and cautions must be taken in case of routine
preparation. So TIC is requested to arrange a meeting ofroutine subcommittee.
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